Abstract-The operational space formulation provides a framework for the analysis and control of robotic systems with respect to interactions with their environments. In this paper, we discuss its implementation on a mobile manipulator programmed to polish an aircraft canopy with a curved surface of unknown geometry. The polishing task requires the robot to apply a specified normal force on the canopy surface while simultaneously performing a compliant motion keeping the surface of the grinding tool tangentially in contact with the workpiece. A human operator controls the mobile base via a joystick to guide the polishing tool to desired areas on the canopy surface, effectively increasing the mobile manipulator's reachable workspace. The results demonstrate the efficacy of compliant motion and force regulation based on the operational space formulation for robots performing tasks in unknown environments with robustness towards base motion disturbances. The mobile manipulator consists of a PUMA 560 arm mounted on top of a Nomad XR4000 mobile base. Implementation issues are discussed and experimental results are shown.
INTRODUCTION
Robust interaction between a robot and its environment is one of the most important goals of robotic systems. This is dependent on the robot's dexterity to simultaneously execute a desired motion and apply a desired force to its environment. The Figure 1 . A mobile manipulator consisting of a PUMA 560 mounted on a Nomad XR4000 polishing an aircraft canopy with a curved surface geometry that is unknown to the mobile manipulator. The polishing tool attached to the arm end-effector moves in a compliant scrubbing motion while maintaining a desired normal force on the aircraft canopy. The mobile base is guided by the human operator to polish the to desired areas on the canopy surface. environment could be known to the robot, or completely unknown and unstructured, or it could even be dynamically changing. The robustness of a robot in a dynamically changing environment remains a challenge to this day.
A significant number of studies have been dedicated to the simultaneous force and motion control strategies. These studies can be divided into two categories [1] . The first category is characterized by a force control along the direction constrained by the environment and a motion control along the direction of free motion [2 -4] where compliance can be achieved as shown in [5 -7] . The second category is characterized by achieving a desired force through a robot end-effector position control [8 -11] .
Among the many known algorithms, the operational space formulation by Khatib [3, 12] provides a complete treatment of the force and motion control of a robot endeffector along orthogonal directions. In this paper, an interesting application of the operational space formulation in the maintenance of aircraft canopies is shown. The aircraft canopies are polished to remove scratches and other imperfections. This task is typically done manually by human operators and is a very tedious process. In this work, attempts are made to assist human operators, through a mobile manipulator, in the aircraft canopy polishing task in order to achieve increased accuracy and productivity. The curved surface geometry of the aircraft canopy is unknown to the mobile manipulator. The tool, in the form of a polishing (or grinding) tool is attached to the end-effector of the manipulator. The tool is programmed to move in a scrubbing motion compliant to the canopy surface while maintaining a desired normal force. A human operator moves the base of the mobile manipulator, via a joystick, while the robot arm is autonomously performing the polishing task, thereby increasing its workspace and allowing the mobile manipulator to polish the entire surface of the canopy. Figure 1 shows the mobile manipulator used in this work. It consists of a PUMA 560 articulated arm mounted on a Nomad XR4000 omni-directional mobile base.
This paper demonstrates the robustness of the operational space formulation to achieve simultaneous force and motion control tasks, despite the motion of the mobile base (that is treated as disturbance) and the unknown contact geometries. A method of handling robot arm singularities is also integrated into the algorithm, allowing smooth motion through singular configurations while doing the required polishing motion and maintaining the desired normal force. This is necessary as the wrist singularity of PUMA 560 is located at the position when the wrist is straightened, which is an easily reached configuration, resulting in a considerable loss of usable workspace. Impact control achieves a stable transition from free to constrained motion as the robot end-effector approaches and comes into contact with the canopy surface. Throughout the polishing task, instantaneous normal force exerted on the aircraft canopy was maintained at 10 ± 4 N with the base moving at approximately 0.5 m/s, and with the robot arm going in and out of singular configurations.
While the system can autonomously perform the force and motion control of the polishing tool on the surface of the canopy, a human operator is placed in the loop to provide the high-level commands such as which part of the workpiece needs more polishing or the polishing trajectory the tool should follow due to the irregular shape of the canopy. Placing the human operator in the loop can be done with a joystick, or even with a haptic device, as experimented in Ref. [13] . This is an example of an emerging paradigm for robotic applications where man-robot systems operate together with 'divided intelligence': humans provide high-level commands such as deciding which part of the workpiece needs more polishing or choosing the trajectory that the polishing tool should follow without providing details of intricate motions, the robot autonomously does the polishing using compliant motion. Here, the human operator and the robot do their respective tasks by exploiting their individual strengths and capabilities. The skill required for manual polishing is removed from experienced human operators and transferred to the robot, hence we also refer to this as 'de-skilling'. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a review of the operational space formulation. Singularity handling, impact control, and friction are also discussed in this section. Implementation details including choosing the operational space control point and frame is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 presents the implementation results. And lastly, Section 5 summarizes this work and discusses some issues for future implementation.
THE OPERATIONAL SPACE FORMULATION
The operational space formulation [3, 12] describes the dynamics of the robot as seen at the end-effector. Motion of the end-effector is generated as the necessary force vector from the current position and orientation to the desired. This establishes a unified approach to force and motion control and is a direct and natural way of expressing a manipulator's dynamic interaction with its environment. However, knowledge of the robot dynamics is required to fully realize the benefits. The operational space is defined by a Cartesian coordinate frame attached to the end-effector where a direct interaction between the robot and its environment takes place. Motion of the end-effector and forces acting on it, including forces induced by the mobile manipulator's dynamics, are expressed in the operational space.
The motion of the end-effector in the operational space can be expressed as
The symbolˆ (x) denotes the inertia matrix,μ(x,ẋ) denotes the Coriolis and centrifugal forces,p(x) denotes the gravitational forces, x denotes displacement andẋ denotes velocity. All these parameters are expressed in the operational space.
A physical parameter with a caret symbol (ˆ) above it indicates that an estimate of this parameter is used. The symbol F * motion denotes the operational space motion control law and can be expressed as
whereẍ d ,ẋ d and x d denote the desired acceleration, velocity and displacement of the end-effector, respectively; and k p_motion and k v_motion denote proportional and derivative gains for motion control, respectively. The physical parameters in the operational space are derived from the joint space parameters using:ˆ
where J(q ) denotes the manipulator Jacobian matrix,Â(q ) denotes the inertia matrix,ĉ(q,q ) denotes the Coriolis and centrifugal forces,ĝ(q ) denotes the gravitational forces, q denotes joint displacement andq denotes joint velocity. All these are expressed in the joint space.
The force experienced at the end-effector as it interacts with its environment in the operational space can be expressed as
where f d is the desired force applied by the end-effector on the environment. Of equal magnitude and in the opposite direction is the desired force applied by the environment on the operational point. The symbol F * force denotes the operational space force control law and can be expressed as
The actual force exerted by the end-effector on its environment, denoted f, is derived from the force/torque sensor reading by taking the negative of the force that is read from the sensor. The direct force sensor feedback is the actual force exerted by the environment on the end-effector. The proportional and integrals gains for force control are denoted by k p_force and k i_force , respectively. In the operational space formulation, the axes assigned to force control are orthogonal to those in motion control. To specify the orthogonal directions of motion and force control tasks, the following generalized task specification matrices are used:
R F represents the rotation matrix associated with translation/force and R M represents the rotation matrix associated with rotation/moment. These rotation matrices are needed when the desired task is specified in a frame different from the operational space frame. The selection matrix associated with translation/force at the end-effector frame is denoted F and that associated with rotation/moment is denoted M . These selection matrices ( F and M ) are 3 × 3 diagonal matrices whose diagonal elements are composed of 0's and 1's. A value of 1 indicates that the corresponding direction is motion controlled, while a value of 0 indicates force control. The symbol (¯) above a parameter indicates a binary complement of that parameter. Thus, the combined manipulator end-effector motion and force can be expressed as
where the generalized selection matrix for motion is the binary complement of the generalized selection matrix for force as used in the respective motion and force equations,
The torque sent to the joint motors is the combined manipulator end-effector motion and force multiplied by the transpose of the manipulator Jacobian matrix
The accuracy of the dynamics model is one of the most important requirements that needs to be satisfied to be able to successfully implement the operational space formulation. A number of methods have been described to identify the dynamics parameters of a robot which include direct measurement of the dynamic parameters [14 -17] , a sequential identification of these parameters [18 -20] , moving through trajectories that excite identifiable parameters [21 -23] and rule-based approach to dynamics identification [24 -27] . Treatment of the robot dynamics parameters at the object-level framework is shown in Ref. [28] . In this work, the dynamics of the PUMA 560 was derived symbolically and simplified using MATHEMATICA software programmed to run the Lagrange-Euler Formulation [29] . The accuracy of the algorithm for deriving the symbolic model of the full dynamics was verified against the Matlab Robot Toolbox [30] .
Singularity handling
Singularity, if not properly addressed, reduces a manipulator's usable workspace. In our application, singularity has to be addressed in both motion and force control. Usable workspace is also to be maximized. For this reason, the methods of avoiding singular configurations are not adopted. Instead we employ a singularity handling method by taking into account the lost degrees of freedom when in the singular region. A singular region is a region defined in the vicinity of a singular configuration in which a singularity robust algorithm is applied. At the exact point of singularity, the Jacobian matrix will be degenerate (or singular) and its inverse non-existent. While inside the singular region, the inverse of the Jacobian matrix is unbounded and results in an infinite joint rate for a finite task space velocities. In these configurations, the Jacobian matrix is rank-deficient and will not be able to operate in its full dofs -in the case of our robot (PUMA 560) it now possesses less than its usual 6 dofs.
We employ a method that eliminates the degenerate row of the Jacobian matrix [31] , thereby reducing the dof of the task and making the robot redundant with respect to the reduced task. We first identify the singular configurations of a manipulator. When the end-effector enters a singular region, the singular configuration associated with the region is identified and the task space is transformed onto the frame of singularity S Sg (Sg, x Sg , y Sg , z Sg ) with origin Sg and axes x Sg , y Sg and z Sg . This includes transforming the Jacobian matrix and the generalized forces F total , F motion and F force to the frame of singularity. The frame of singularity is the frame in which one of the axes is aligned with the direction of singularity. This represents the direction of mobility that the manipulator loses. There are several ways to identify the singular directions. We choose the Singular Value Decomposition because of its generality and completeness. In brief, the Singular Value Decomposition of the Jacobian matrix is expressed as:
U ∈ R m×m and V ∈ R n×n are proper orthogonal matrices and ∈ R m×n is a diagonal matrix with values (σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ m ) [32] , where σ 1 σ 2 · · · σ m 0 are the singular values of the matrix. Compliant motion using a mobile manipulator 7
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When singularity occurs, the smallest value(s) of σ k is zero. This causes V T to be an m × n matrix (of the same dimension of the Jacobian matrix) with a row of zero, representing the direction of singularity of the manipulator. Treating U as a rotational matrix, then it can be used to transform the task space into the frame of singularity:
After the Jacobian matrix is expressed in the frame of singularity, the direction of singularity will be reflected as a row of zeros. The degenerate component of the task is therefore eliminated by removing the zero row from the Jacobian matrix and the associated element from the generalized force vectors. The result is a Jacobian matrix that is full rank but of smaller number of rows and generalized force vectors with a reduced number of elements. The dynamics of the manipulator (which requires the inverse of the Jacobian matrix) is then calculated with the reduced Jacobian matrix but with full rank.
While inside the singular region, motion in the direction of singularity is eliminated. If motion is required in the singular direction, the end-effector can be assisted to move in such direction by the application of null space motion. Null space motion is possible inside the singular region, because one or more of the rows in the Jacobian matrix have been eliminated, which results in fewer dofs in the task space than in the joint space.
As a different control algorithm is applied inside the singular region, there is a discontinuity at the boundary of the region. This is particularly evident as the endeffector exits the singular region. Methods to smoothen out the discontinuities exist and are elaborated in Ref. [33] .
Joint friction
Friction plays a significant role in robot control. When accurately modeled and used in the robot control, it could contribute to a significant improvement. The friction parameters modeled in this work are: static, kinetic or Coulomb, and fluid friction.
For each joint component of the manipulator, the friction model that is used in the force and motion control is,
where f s denotes static friction, x s denotes a constant to correct static friction due to the Stribeck effect, f k denotes kinetic friction, k vn denotes fluid friction andq is the joint velocity. All the friction parameters have to be identified for each manipulator joint.
The total torque sent to the joint motors from equation (11) is added with the friction model to compensate for friction at each manipulator joint, that is,
Impact control
Another issue needed to be addressed in this work is the transition from contact to non-contact state between the end-effector of the manipulator and its environment. We employ impact loading control [34] to create a smooth transition between the two states. The key idea is to quickly dissipate the impact force using a motion command:
Note that the F * motion is different from equation (2).
IMPLEMENTATION
After the derivation of the full dynamics model and the identification of its parameters, the operational space formulation is ready for implementation. Several stages of implementation were performed before finally arriving at simultaneous force and motion control.
Gravity compensation on force/torque sensor reading
For the purpose of cancelling the gravity effect on the manipulator arm, the mass and center of mass model of the manipulator is fed forward. This stage verifies the accuracy of the mass and center of mass for each link of the manipulator. With a 'floating' manipulator, the human operator can move the manipulator links to anywhere within its workspace with minimal effort. This has a direct application in walk-through programming for welding robots [35] . Gravity compensation in the force reading is important in the polishing task, as one would like to decouple the weight of the polishing tool from the contact forces with the environment. The force sensor frame is denoted by S S (S, x s , y s , z s ) with origin S and axes x s , y s and z s (see Fig. 2) . A force/torque sensor provides readings of forces/torques acting on the sensor frame, with respect to the sensor frame itself. A sensor reading of the force/torque applied by the manipulator on its environment, with the weight of the tool removed, is denoted s f s . It can be expressed as
where s f raw is the negative of the total force/torque applied by the environment on the manipulator's end-effector (including gravitational effects), s f gravity is the model
Compliant motion using a mobile manipulator 9 Figure 2 . The choice of operational point for simultaneous force and motion control. The motion control operational point (O motion ) was specified to be at the center of the force/torque sensor (point S), while the force control operational point (O force ) was placed at the center of the face of the polishing tool tip (point T ). The orientation of frames S and T are the same.
of the gravitational force/torque that is added in order to correct the gravitational forces acting on the force/torque sensor and s f offset is the force/torque offset used by most sensors to automatically zero out the current sensor reading upon activation.
To model the gravitational term, s f gravity , the manipulator's end-effector is assumed to be at initialization when the necessary corrections were made, that is, facing upward. The gravitational model is computed by expressing the gravitational force at the polishing tool's center of mass, 0 f m , with respect to the base frame (0) and changing its reference frame to that of the force sensor frame (S), that is, changes the reference frame from the tool to the sensor by taking into account only the distance between the origin of the two frames,
where s p m is the position vector of the tool's center of mass with respect to the sensor frame such that 
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since the sensor frame orientation is the identical to the tool frame orientation. s R 0 is the orientation of the base frame, S 0 (0, x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ), with respect to the sensor frame, S S (S, x s , y s , z s ) . The orientation of the sensor frame is identical to the orientation of the end-effector frame which makes
Motion and force control
The operational point for motion control (O motion ) was chosen to be at the center of the force/torque sensor (see Fig. 2 ). Due to the higher degree of flexibility of the polishing tool compared to the links of the PUMA manipulator, choosing the operational point for motion control closer to the wrist point helps keep the compliant motion robust, as less effort is needed in controlling the posture of the manipulator. The desired motion at the wrist is transformed to O motion through the appropriate transformation matrix and motion control is performed by tracking the desired trajectory at this point. The robot control is based on the dynamics of rigid bodies and the higher degree of flexibility of the polishing tool create higher penalty on the motion control. A PI controller is setup to regulate force control (equations (4) and (5)). The compliant motion of the manipulator, adjusting its pose such that its end-effector is always normal to the surface of the workpiece being polished, is created by setting the desired moment to zero around the x t and y t axes of the end-effector frame S T (T , x t , y t , z t ) (see Fig. 2 ). Due to the high frequency noise of the force/torque sensor reading, a derivative controller was found to introduce too much instability. A PI controller was chosen instead.
The operational point of the force controller (O force ) was placed at the center of polishing tool tip, in contact with the surface of the workpiece/environment (point T , see Fig. 2 ). One advantage of this choice is that it allows compliance of the whole robot structure as a response to the interaction force and moment with the environment at the end-effector. Another advantage is that it eliminates the ambiguity of the moment reading which is present if the operational point was placed at the center of the force/torque sensor itself (point S). By ambiguity, we mean that a reading for moments at the force/torque sensor (around x s and y s axes of the sensor frame), could mean two things. The first is the moment created by the polishing tool's friction with the surface of the workpiece, as it moves along the surface (a moment reading around x s axis of the end-effector frame is created by motion in y s direction and vice versa). The second is due to the need for compliant motion, as the curvature of the workpiece surface changes. Placing the operational point at the center of the polishing tool, in contact with the surface of the workpiece means that the frictional forces between the surfaces (f friction ) would generate no resultant moment around the operational point (O force ) (see Fig. 3 ).
The forces at the tooltip can be computed from the force sensor reading using the following transformation:
where s p T is the position vector of the operational point T with respect to the sensor frame. The term S p T × is a skew symmetric matrix as defined in equation (20) .
Specifying direction for motion and force control
Following the explanation in Section 3.2, in the polishing task, the operational point for motion control is set to be the center of the force/torque sensor (O motion ), while that for force control is at the center of the polishing tool surface which is in contact with the workpiece (O force , see Figs 2 and 3). Although the origins of the two reference frames are not coincident, the directions of their respective axes are the same. Thus, by specifying a direction to be under force control, the corresponding motion control in the same direction is disabled. Force is controlled in the direction of the z t -axis (see Fig. 3 ). In the polishing task, the z t -axis is the instantaneous normal to the canopy surface as the robot endeffector moves along the surface. The desired normal force to be exerted on the surface of the environment is specified along the z t -axis. Moment is controlled about the x t -and y t -axes. Motion control is specified along the remaining axes that are not under force/moment control: position control along the x t -and y t -axes and orientation control about the z t -axis. This results in the following selection matrices ( F and M ): 
Singularity handling
In our application, where a PUMA 560 robot was used, there are three singularity configurations: head, elbow and wrist singularities. The most critical one is the wrist singularity, as it happens when the wrist is straightened and it is a frequently occurring configuration. Elbow and head singularities never occur in our polishing application.
For the example of wrist singularity of PUMA 560 used in our application, the singular configuration is identified by taking the determinant of the Jacobian matrix as the configuration where the wrist is straightened (q 5 = 0). The singular region is defined as:
where q 5t is the threshold value of the joint. In the case of the wrist singularity, null space motion is utilized to smooth out the discontinuity by keeping the singular direction away from the desired trajectory. The null space motion creates internal joint motion that shifts the direction of singularity. While inside the singular region, a potential function is defined so that the direction of singular is perpendicular to the desired path. This also has the additional effect of ensuring that the end-effector moves along, and exits the singular region through, a controllable axis of motion, which is orthogonal to the direction of singularity. Hence, no discontinuity occurs at the boundary of the singular region. Details are given in Ref. [33] .
Joint friction
The fluid friction parameters are identified together with the manipulator dynamics as discussed in [20] . On the other hand, static and kinetic friction parameters were derived using the methods discussed in [36] . The values of the friction parameters that were derived are shown in Table 1 . 
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Impact control
In the overall canopy polishing task, the mobile manipulator undergoes three stages:
• the end-effector approaches the canopy using motion control • then it establishes contact with the canopy surface and dissipates the force of impact using impact loading and control • and lastly, it performs the polishing task using unified force and motion control.
At stage 1, the operator roughly guides the mobile manipulator to a location so that it faces the workpiece (the canopy to be polished) and a command to move the end-effector forward towards the surface is given in order to establish a contact between the polishing tool and the canopy surface. Since this stage uses motion control, the selection matrices F and M are set to identity and the motion control law in equation (2) is used. Throughout this motion, force is monitored along the z t -axis of the end-effector frame S T (T , x t , y t , z t ) with a threshold of 10 N. When the polishing tool collides with the canopy, a force along z t -axis that is way above the threshold is sensed. The manipulator would then enter into the second stage using impact loading and control. Here, equation (16) is used instead of equation (2), in order to dissipate the impact of collision between the tool and the aircraft canopy. After the impact has been dissipated and the force along z t -axis goes below the threshold value of 10 N, the manipulator commences the polishing algorithm (stage 3).
IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS
Data of the mobile manipulator responses at the different stages of the aircraft canopy polishing task are presented in this section. Graphs are shown for the following robot responses during motion control, during simultaneous force and motion control while performing the polishing task, variation in force reading while polishing within the singularity region, force profile measured during impact and force dissipation, and the effect of friction modeling on the performance of the system in the polishing task.
In this work, although the PUMA 560 is physically attached to the XR4000 mobile base, the controller of the manipulator arm is not integrated with the controller of the mobile base. Thus, the manipulator arm and the mobile base are independently controlled. Throughout this work, the operational space formulation applies only to the manipulator arm while the mobile base is controlled via a joystick. Thus the human operator's random motion of the mobile base is considered purely as disturbance to the polishing task.
A JR3 six-axes force/torque sensor is attached on the face of the sixth link of the arm. Then on the other end of the force/torque sensor, a grinder tool with a rated speed of 10 000 rpm is attached. The grinder tool, which weighs about 1.8 kg, has been accurately compensated for gravity on the force/torque sensor reading. The end-effector exerts the required instantaneous normal force of 10 N on the canopy surface. During canopy polishing, the mobile base was randomly moved by the human operator via a joystick at an average speed of 0.5 m/s. Emphasis on the implementation results is focused on how well the manipulator arm's endeffector achieved the desired normal force on the canopy surface while moving in a compliant behavior with base disturbances created by the random motion of the mobile base and the end-effector disturbances created by the running grinder.
Motion control in operational space
After the verification of a correct robot response on gravitational force compensation where the manipulator arm floats against forces of gravity, the motion control verifies the correctness of the inertial parameters of the full dynamics model. Motion control is admittedly less sensitive to errors in the model and control of a manipulator compared to a combined force and motion control. However, by specifying a higher precision in the robot response in motion control with the robot running at higher speeds, a manipulator can be determined to have achieved the desired level of accuracy. To this end, the PUMA was put to an extreme test. Shown in Fig. 4 is the error in the PUMA response as it moved with motion control in all six degrees-offreedom operational space. The PUMA is tasked to move 1 m in 1 s along the base frame axis y 0 (horizontal) with fixed end-effector orientation facing downward. To achieve these goal parameters, the PUMA end-effector reached a maximum speed of 1.9 m/s.
Position errors are shown as X_err, Y _err, and Z_err in units of meters, while orientation errors are shown as DPhi [1] , DPhi [2] , and DPhi [3] in units of radians. Maximum position error is along the y 0 -axis being 0.014 m. One possible cause of this relatively significant error could be the saturation of the joint motors at the maximum end-effector speed. The orientation error is derived from the cross product of the actual and desired orientation vectors n, o, and a as stated in Ref. [37] , that is,
where n, o and a are columns of an orientation matrix expressing the orientation of the end-effector with respect to the base, that is, 0 R e = [n o a] and the subscripts a and d refer to actual and desired parameters. Maximum orientation error is around the z 0 -axis which is 0.02 radians.
Simultaneous force and motion control
The PUMA end-effector was specified to run a non-terminating sinusoidal path along the y t -axis of the end-effector frame S T (T , x t , y t , z t ), with respect to the base frame, with an amplitude of 0.15 m and a period of 5 s.
An inherent disturbance to the PUMA is the motion of the grinder attached to its end-effector (rated at 10 000 rpm). The other disturbance is at the PUMA's base where the independently controlled XR4000 is randomly moved by the human operator via a joystick in order to move the whole mobile manipulator to give its end-effector access to desired areas on the canopy. The PUMA response for simultaneous force and motion control with the given disturbances is shown in Fig. 5 . The maximum position error along the direction of motion (y t -axis of the frame S T (T , x t , y t , z t ) ) and is at 0.12 m, compared to 0.07 m when the polishing was done with a stationary base. The maximum force error along the z t -axis of the frame S T (T , x t , y t , z t ) is 4 N, compared to about 3.2 N when the base is stationary. The main source of error in the tracking performance is the unmodeled friction between the polishing tool and the surface of the canopy. This causes a lag in the endeffector's tracking of the desired trajectory. This lag is not critical in our application as we only need to polish around the area.
Force reading around the region of singularity
Compared to position errors, force errors in a robot response are more sensitive to non-smooth transitions in the robot control. Thus, the robustness of the singularity handling algorithm presented in this work is tested by the letting the PUMA polish the aircraft canopy as it goes in and out of the wrist singularity region (Fig. 6 ) and the normal force exerted on the canopy is observed. The results are shown in Fig. 7 .
The PUMA is set to move along the x t -axis of the end-effector frame S T (T , x t , y t , z t ) with respect to the stationary base frame. As the PUMA performed its polishing task in a sinusoidal path, it crosses the singular configuration every time the wrist is straightened (see Fig. 6 ), the determinant of the Jacobian is recorded to monitor its proximity with respect to singularity (Fig. 7) . A value of zero for the determinant of the Jacobian is a point of singularity. The desired normal force on the canopy surface is set to the same value of 10 N. Around the region of singularity, the maximum force error reading is 3.7 N, without any significant difference from the maximum of 3.2 N when polishing was done with a stationary base without going through singular configuration. Figure 8 shows the results for impact loading and control. As the PUMA endeffector approached the canopy surface, force was monitored along the z T -axis of the end-effector frame S T (T , x t , y t , z t ) with respect to the same frame. A threshold of 10 N was used to determine the instance of impact and the dissipation of impact forces. As soon as impact was detected, impact loading control was performed using equation (16) . As the impact forces were dissipated, the PUMA then started its polishing task.
Force dissipation on impact

Manipulator response with and without friction compensation
The comparison of the end-effector force exerted normal to the canopy surface with and without compensating friction parameters while the manipulator is performing its polishing task is shown in Fig. 9 . Notice the difference in time when the force data were taken. This is because the data was taken on exactly the same experimental setup noting the fact that friction parameters are dependent on ambient condition. On the first set of data, the PUMA polished the canopy without friction R. S. Jamisola et al. model and the force response was recorded. Then, as it continued to perform the polishing task the friction model was introduced, after which the next set of force responses were recorded. It was observed that friction compensation was able to reduce maximum force tracking error by up to 32%.
CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown in this implementation that robust simultaneous force and motion control is possible for a mobile manipulator setup where the manipulator arm, a PUMA 560, is controlled independent of the mobile base, a Nomad XR4000. The full dynamics of the PUMA are modeled and it is controlled using the operational space formulation. The PUMA performed the polishing task subject to end-effector disturbances due to the attached grinder running at a rated speed of 10 000 rpm plus base disturbances due to the human operator randomly moving the mobile base at an average speed of 0.5 m/s. The polishing task was performed with the end-effector exerting a normal force of 10±4 N on the canopy surface and moving in a compliant motion on the curved canopy surface that is of unknown geometry. Further work would be focused in implementing a fully integrated mobile manipulator with it a full dynamic model of the combined mobile manipulator system. R. S. Jamisola et al. He is now leading two research projects, one on robot dynamic control and the other on ultra-precision positioning systems.
